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"Yes!" Following Aldred's order, the Dragon Guards all leaped into action and darted toward Hades and the Southern Boss.

Alfred knew that Hades was slightly more powerful than him, and dared not to underestimate his opponent, so he fired up his

true energy and attacked Hades alongside the other Dragon Guards.

"Know your place!" Hades scoffed and sent a powerful wave of true energy at Alfred and the Dragon Guards.

"Baam! Baam! Baam!"

The Dragon Guards backed away under the impact, leaving only Alfred to fend off Hades's attack.

He clenched his fists and darted toward Hades at the speed of lightning.

He knew that he was slightly weaker than Hades since he just reached the Peak Almighty State a few days ago, but since he

was at the same power level as Hades, he stood a chance.

So long as he managed to stall Hades, the Dragon Guards should be able to help and they would still stand a chance of winning.

"As expected of the top guy in the southern region branch of the Dragon Corps!" Hades narrowed his eyes coldly and dodged

Alfred's attack.

He could tell what Alfred was planning, and though he was confident that he could defend himself against Aldred and the other

Dragon Guards, he was all alone and Alfred's power rivaled his, so he would not be able to defeat them either.

With that said, he would not benefit from dragging the fight out.

"Alfred, I'm a busy man, so I don't have time for you and your Dragon Guards! I'll see you around!" Hades scoffed, before

grabbing the Southern Boss and charging toward the outside of the mansion.

"Oh no! Stop Hades! Don't let him get away!" Startled, Alfred immediately commanded the Dragon Guards.

The Dragon Guards hurried after Hades, but they all fell short in terms of speed and could not catch up with Hades.

Leon sent three poisonous daggers flying toward Hades and the Southern Boss.

He was so close to killing the Southern Boss, yet Hades showed up out of the blue and rescued the Southern Boss and Leon

could not bring himself to simply give up, so he immediately acted to stop Hades from running.

"Hades, watch out! Those are poisonous daggers!" The Southern Boss warned.

"Poisonous, huh? What a cheap trick!" Hades sneered.

He could tell that the daggers were poisonous if the

Southern Boss did not remind him about it, so he immediately moved to wrap his loose sleeves around the daggers and swung

his arm to send the daggers back at Leon at twice their original speed.
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